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SUMMARY

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Career education is a vital component of the integration

process that allows mentally handicapped adults to become

accepted and valued members of society. Through career,

.education mentally handicapped adultscan acquire skills.that

enable them to achieve independence and"self-worth.

In the Tast five years the adult public education system

in British Columbia has gradually responded to the right and

need of mentally handicapped adults' for career education. Many

colleges, school districts and institutes have made educational

services more accessible to mentally handicapped adults and

have developed new courses to address specialized educational

needs. Experience to date has shown that the effectiveness of

career education for the mentally' handicapped is most dependent

on instructional techniques and support services that allow

newly acquired skills to.be used in the community.

A survey undertaken for this paper identified the need

for support services as one of the primary, concerns of adult

special education educators-. The need for increased program

options, in .particular vocational skill training, was also

identified as a major area of concern.
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This paper puts forth the concept of comprehensive career

education. The role of various government ministries in the

habilitation of mentally handicapped adults is discussed in

light of current research and the pl'esent situation in British

Columbia. The paper also examines a number of skill

development program options atid delivery models.

.
Research undertaken for this paper offered support for

the view. that given the diversity of learning needs and

learning styles that exist within the mentally handicapped

adult population, and given the need for co-ordination of

vocational rehabilitation services provided by a variety of

government ministries, the adult public education system must

provide a framework fob compisehensive. delivery of career

education to mentally handicapped adults.:

f.



B) RECOMMMENDMONS

In its March, 1982, policy statement on Adult Special

Education, the Ministry 9f Education recognized its

responsibility to encourage and assist public educational

ingtituions in the provision of ;,ppropriate educational

opportunities for.those-disabled adults who can benefit from

them. In order to fulfill this responsibility, it is

recommended that the Ministry:
t, ,

a

1. Continue to designate all Adult Special Education progams

in colleges and institutes as Provincial, priority
.

programs, clearly,indicating that the provision of such

educational opportunities is an essential and critical

component ofthe public education system;

2. Develop guidelines for its Adult. Special Education policy

which will encourage and support the efforts of public)

education institutions '-tO offer a more equitable and

comprehensive range. of 'career education programs and

services for mentally handicapped adults;

Develop its funding system so As to enable pliblic

educational institutions to provide an appropriate range

of career education programs for mentally handicapped

adults and specifically support, fdr a period of three

years, at one or more public education institutions,

demonstrations of comprehensive career education services

for mentally hamiicapped adults as described in this
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paper;

4. Make much greater use pf the Vocational Rehabilitation

for Disabled Persons.Agreethent as well as other funding

sources both Provincial and Federal, to increase the

amount of educational dollar whift are avairalile for

career education for mentally handicapped'adults;

;

5. Develop measures for effectiveness and efficiency Or

career education programs for mentally handicapped adults

which recognize the,need to design these programs to meet

the individual needs of those enrolled, to have

appropriLte student-teacher ratios and to be evaluated in

terms of their contribution tp increased capadities for

independemtliving;

6. Initiate, on a Provincial level, an inter-ministerial

committee, consisting of the Ministries of Labour, Human

Resources and Health as well as the Canadian Employmeltr

and Immigration COmmission, to coordinate all relevant

activities that relate to the career education of

mentally handicapped adults;

7. Coordinate and, articulate career education at both the

post-secondary, and schools leltels with a view to

establishing a continua of services available to

memtally handicapped adults;

10



8. Enhance its capacity to provide leadership, coordination
r

and evaluation of career eduation programs for mentally

handicapped `adults;

It is further recommended that the Ministry of Education
a

encourage public educational institutions to:

2.

Develop formal policy statements on the educatioAl of

disabled adults;

.

Provide a range of career education programs for mentally

handicapped adults, offer these programs in educational

settings and make normal college support services such as

counselling fully available to the studeqts in these

programs;

3. 'Provide proper_ educational assessment and indivjdualized

student planning services for mentally handicapped adults

in career education programs;

4. Coordinate their activities with the Ministries'of Labour

and Human Resources as well as. Canada Employment to

ensure that appropriate 121!placement and job

stabilization services are available;
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5. Initiate, through the colleges, regional career education

for mentally handicapped adults coordinating committees

which would include appropriate public and private

agencies and associations as well as employers and

representatives of labour unions; and

4

Provide' adequate and appropriate career education

opportunities. to mentally handicapped adults in

residential institutions on the same basis as they are

provided otherwise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout history mentally handicapped persons have been"

devalued by a society that places a premium on physical and

mental prowess and monetary achievement. The devaluation of

persons with a mental handicgp was most evident during the 19th

century when it was common practice to shunt the mentally

handicapped into restrictive, segregated facilities with little

or no learning opportunities. At a time when Puritan ethics

espoused the value of work and the evils of idleness the
f.

mentally handicapped were denied any opportunity to'be involved

in a productive activity. Once handicapped people had been

trapped in segregated facilities, misconceptions and prejudices

regarding the mentally handicapped were permitted to flourish

unquestioned until recent time.

In the latter half of the 19th century, encouraged by the

general feeling of society that welfare should be earned and

idle hands should be kept busy, charitable organizations and

societies began employing the poor and handicapped in workshops

to produce goods for the needy. By the turn of the century the

Salvation Army and Goodwill Industries had established work

programs designed mainly for assisting the poor but which also

provided some employment for the handicapped. During the

twentieth century sheltered workshops became a way of life for

the mentally handicapped and allowed an ever increasing number

of mentally handicapped persons to be retained in the

community. The opportunity to be viewed in a more challenging

environment, coupled with improved educational opportunities,

contributed greatly to dispelling the misconceptions and

15



prejudices that previously had severely limited the lives of

the mentally handicapped. For the mentally handicapped, the

opportunity to work in sheltered workshops was the first

available means for gaining value as a member of society.

In the early 70's the normalization concept, i.e.letting

the mentally handicapped obtain an existence as close to normal

as possible (Bank-Mikkelson, 1969),further projected work as an

important value in the lives of the mentally handicapped, as a

means of obtaining, a normalized daily living pattern and

greater huinan dignity in today's society. However, the normal-

ization concept also emphasized the importance of mentally

handicapped persons haVing an opportunity'to work in regular,

non-sheltered work environments,' and in turn pointed to the

need of mentally handicapped persons to have the opportunity to

learn marketable job skills.

The opportunity and right of mentally handicapped persons

to work is strongly supported by the British Columbia

Association for the Mentally Retarded. In a B.C.A.M.R. publi-

cation entitled: Work and Employment for Persons with Mental

Handicaps: Problems and Guiding Principles, it is stated:

"Work is a valued, and normal activity
for people in our society. The right
and opportunity to work should be an
option for all citizens, including per-
sons with a severe and profound handicap."
(Vocational. Services Committee, 1981,p.6).

16



In today's society, work is a means of establishing an iden-

tity, of being self-supporting, and it provides an opportunity

for personal growth. Having a job is one way of beconiing a

valued person. This relationship between work and value is

supported by Marc Gold's theory of normalcy, which states:

"Normalcy is a balance between .a person's competence and devi-

ance; competence being something that not everyone has but that

is wanted and needed by other people and deviance being be-

haviors that bring.negative reactions."1 In order to achieve

acceptance as valued, persons, mentally handicapped adults

require educational programs which reduce deviance and increase

competence.

In addition to the philosophical argument for provision

of career education programs for mentally handicapped adults,

there is also a very strong economic argument. In an extensive

cost-benefit analysis, R. W. Conley (1973) found the

"rehabilitation of the retarded is worthwhile in most cases on

the grounds of increased earnings alone."2

1. Video types of the Marc Gold Workshops,

Vancouver, 1977, Societal Perspectives,

B.C. Association for the Mentally Retarded,

Vancouver.

2. Conley, R. W., The Economics of Mental

Retardation, John Hopkins University Press,

1973, p. 288.



Conley determined that each dollar expended on the

vocational rehabilitation of a mildly handicapped male under

25 years of age increased the present value (in 1972 dollars)

of his. estimatLi earnings by over $14. Among mildly

handicapped young we men, the camparable figure was approximately

$8. These ratios declined among older and more severely

handicapped individualE4, but in all cases studied they were

equal to or greater than the critical value of one.

The estimated cost of institutionalization (in 1972

dollars) of a handicapped individual for a lifetime is

$400,000. In contrast Conley showed that a mildly handicapped

male entering the work force at 18 years of age in 1970 could

expect life-time earnings of $600,000 (1972 dollars.)

Mentally handicapped adults have a. need and right to

work. A number of research and demonstration projects have

shown that even those labelled severely handicapped are capable

of performing vocational tasks at a productivity level compar-

able to that found, in industry (Gold 1972; Bellamy, Peterson

and Close 1975; Martin and Flexer, 1978). The challenge facing

the public education system in British Columbia today is to

develop education programs that will assist mentally handi-

capped adults to maximize their vocational potential and to

design program delivery s stems that facilitate the movement of

the mentally handicapped to competitive employment or sheltered

employment in, an integrated setting.

18



II. PURPOSE
t

In the past five years there has been significant de

velopment of career education opportunities for mentally

handicapped adults provided by colleges, institutes and school

districts throughout the .province of British Columbia. In 1981

the Ministry of Education provided colleges and instituter with

adult special education initiative funds which allowed further

expansion of educational opportunities for mentally handicapped

adults. In 1979 the Ministry of Human Resources initiated

program which provides independent living skills instruction

for mentally handicapped adults integrating into the

community. Voluntary agencies have advoca'ted the movement of

mentally handicapped adults to more -iridiifiehdelit-Tifestyles and

from sheltered workshops to employment in integrated settings.

Other ministries such as Labour, Health and the Canada

Erployment- -and- Immigration Comission have 'expanded their

training opportunities to include the mentally handicapped.

The rapid growth of, career education opportunities for the

mentally handicapped has raised a number of issues that must be

addressed and has pointed to a need to establish guidelines for

future developme, The Ministry of Education in partnership

with East Kootenay Community College initiated the research and

writing of this discussion paper as a means of:

a



examining nevely developed educational opportunities for

mentally handicapped adults in light of current research

findings regarding the effectiveness of various

instructional methods and models in meeting the

educational needs of mentally handicapped adults.
0

exploring the implications of the adult special education

policy statement issues by the Ministry of Education in

March, 1982.

identifying the linkages and overlaps of vocational

rehabilitation. services' provided for mentally handicapped

adults by various Ministrias and agencies.

proposing a method of providing ,co-ordinated,

comprehensive and effective career education services to

all mentally handicapped adults who demonstrate a -meed

for these services.
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III. DEFINITION

The focus of this paper will be on the educational needs

of mentally handicapped adults. Mentally handicapped adults

are defined as persons who possess problems with inte31.1ectual

and adaptive' 'functioning that significantly- friterfere with

their ability to learn through commonly used teaching and class

management procedures. The expectations of adaptive function-

ing vary for different age groups. It has been found that "in

the adult years vocational performance and social responsi-

bilities assume prime importance ", and that "these are assessed

in terms of the degree to which the individual is able to main-

tain himself independently in the community and in gainful em-

ployment as well as by his ability to meet and conform to stan-

dards set by the community".3

It has been estimated by the World Health Organization

(C.A.M.R., 1980) that 3% of any population is labelled "men-

tally handicapped" at sometime in their life (statistical esti-

mate). Whereas, based on actual assessments, it is estimated

that at any one time 1% of a population is labelled "mentally

handicapped" (C.A.M.R., 1980).

The 1981 total population figure for British Columbia is

2,744,467 (Statistics Canada, 1982). Therefore, on the basis

of World Health Organization percentage estimates there are be-

tween 27,444 and 82,334 mentally handicapped persons presently

living in British Columbia. This population estimate range is

supported by enrolment statistics for the kindergarten-to-

twelve pub4ic education system. Ministry of Education records

3. Grossmanv,H., Manual on Terminolo and Classification inMental lte rda
p
0n,

14.
merican Assoc ation on Mental De-



(1982) indicate that there are 13,178 students or 2.53 percent

of the total public school population included in the following

categories: mildly, moderately, and seve;ely mentally handi-

capped, learning handicapped, residential and rehabilitation.

The British Columbia Association for the Mentally Handi-

capped piesently estimates the total population figure of men-

tally handicapped persons living in British Columbia as being

41,167 or 1.5% of the total population. The B.C.A.M.R. has

used ahigher actual population estimate (1.5%) in order to

account for mildly mentally handicapped persons who are often

not identified by government agencies and organizations as

being mentally,handicapped. Table I shows current population

estimates and the B. C. Health Surveillance Registry figure for

1981.
TABLE I

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED POPULATION ESTIMATES AND
HEALTH REGISTRY TOTAL FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA (1981)

SOURCE

World Health Organization
a.) statistical estimate (3%)

b.) estimate based on actual
head counts (1%)

British Columbia Association
for the Mentally Handicapped

*B.C. Health Sutveillance Registry

TOTALS

82,334

27,444

41,167

12,242

*Health Surveillance Registry figures are low compared to other
figures because of differences is criteria for categorization
and because the registry system used only identifies mentally
handicapped persons in the more severe categories. In addi-
tion, Health Surveillance Registry figures are based on volun-
teered, not required information.



The breakdown by age groups of the Health Surveillance

Registry data shows that two thirds of the mentally handicapped

population identified are over 19 .years of age. Using the

adults to children ratio identified by the Health Surveillance
.3

Registry, it can be estimated that there are 27,140 (.66 x

41,167) mentally handicapped adults presently living in British

Columbia.

Within '..,is population of adults' (27,140) there exists a

wide range of mental disability. To facilitate discussion the

terms 4ildly, moderately, and severely/profoundly mentally

handicapped will be used to distinguish low, mid and high range

differences in level of adaptive behavior "rate of learning and

ability to generalize and transfer learning.
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IV. TOWARD COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION

Career education is defined as ilny education or training

which is embarked upon with a view to preparing one's self for

a specific emloyment goal. As a group, the career educition'

needs of mentally handicapped adults encompass the following

types of educational training:

- academic skills training

- like skills training

- work-adjustment training,

- vocational skills training

The need for any one of these types of education as part of a

career education program will vary greatly with each, mentally

handicapped adult.

7.

Because the main purpose of work'adjustment training and

vocational skills training is preparing students for employment

they always function as career education, whereas academic and

lift -skill training are often offered in and of themselves, and

therefore cannot be considered career education in all

instances. For academic and life-skills training to be classed

as career education, they must be directed toward meeting a

specific job requirement. For example, if it is 1dentifieu

that grade three reading ability and the ability to count

change are required for a specific job then the 'teaching of

these skills for that job would be classified as career

education. Overall, classification of academic and

training as career education is a disservice to the mentally

handicapped population. General academic and general life-
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skills° training should be considered basic education and,

therefore, should be available to all mentally handicapped

persons who require these skills to move to a greater level of.

independence.

When analyzing the relationship of Ufeskills training

to career education, it is important to remember that althodgh

it is desirable for mentally handicaPped adults to have learned

general life-skills before embarking on a career education

program, it is not essential. The number. and -type, of life-
&

- skills required for competitive employment directly relates to

the amount of support provided.in the home environment and on

the job as well as the type of employment (Bellamy and Horner,

1979).,

a) Key Elements
,,

For the purpose of this discussior paper, a comprehensive

career education system is one that provides a sufficient range

of service programs deployed in a co-ordinated fashion so that

a- student is able to obtain satisfaction of needs and
4

continuity of service, .without having to. move from the

immediate geographic reagion. It therefore follows that "im a

..comprehensive system, the pre-conditions exist to provide each

potential service consumer with more and no less than the

services he or:she needs to maximize their capaLlity."4

4Neufledt, A.R.; Com rehensive Vocational Service S stems for
Mentally Retarde eope entonornd paean ssues,
International Labour Office, Geneva, 1978, p. 49.

25
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Figure I provides a picture of the key components of a

comprehensive vocational training system for mentally

handicapped adults.

FIGURE 1

THE KEY COMPONENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION

SYSTEM FOIOMENTALLY DISABLED ADULTS.

Life
Training

1

Recruitment/Referral

Assessment/Selection

4

Work Adjustment Training

I

Job Placement

I

Job Stabilization.
1

Retraining

Vocational
Skill Training

.11

Analysis of this and other system have revealed a number

of training-components common to all comprehensive vocational

training systems. The major components dill be. discussed

'separately folloied by a discussion of the co-ordination of

"these components through a .comprehensive delivery system.

I

26
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Recruitment/referral reflects the manner in which

students come in contact with a career education system. The

success of the recruitment/referral process is determined by

the extent to which' the eduational institution informs

potential students and referring agencies about the career

education system. This informing of potential students and

referring agencies should .be an on-going process which is

facilitated by use* of uniform and descriptive naming, clearly

written program brochures, verbal communioation and student

training outcomes.

Study of a variety of program recruitment/referral

systems indicatcld that it is advantageous to have a fixed point

of referoral responsible for informing prospective students and

referring agencies about the career education system and

putting in motion a counselling, assessment and admissions

proceis for prospective users of the system. In institutions

offering only one type of training the fixed point of referral

may be the program instructor'while in institutions offering

more than one service, a co-ordinator,of adult special

educktion, or equivalent, may become the fixed point of

referral. It is important that for any given career education

system, people in the community know where and how to bake,

contact.

27
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ii) Selection

Selection of an appropriate career education program for

a potential student should be based on information gathered

from other agencies and institutions, from intake interviews

and vocational evaluation procedures. According to Brolin'

(1977) vocational evaluation should consist of clinical

assessment (medical, social, educational and psychological),

work evaluation, work adjustment and on-the-job tryout.

Clinical assesdment data should accompany the individual being

referred or requesting career education servicetlf this is

not the case, it would put into question the appropriateness of

the request for service.

When adequate clinical data is not presented at the time
el

of referral, data must be obtained by request from other

agencies or by testing. All attempt, gather information

should be exhausted prior to making a decision to. become

involved in testing. Educational assessment (assessment of

life-skills and academic skills related to the proposed career

education program) can and should be undertaken by qualified

educators. Other forms of assessment are the responsibility of

other agencies.

Work evaluation is based primarily on the use of

standardized tests of vocational interest and 'aptitude and

standarized tests of performance on work samples. Work sample

evaluation systems provide an opportunity for individuals to be

assessed in a number/of hands-on job related or actual job

activities which involve primary skills required in many jobs.
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Currently available are three work sample systems: (1) the

JEVS, VIEWS, and VITAS developed by the Vocational. Research

Institute in Pennsylvania; (2) selected work samples from the

Singer Vocational Evaluation System, Singer Educational

Division, New York; and (3) the VALPAR Component Work Series

from the Valpar Corporation, Arizona. Although the capital

costs of standardized work sample systems are extensive, they

are a very valuable and necessary part of a vocational

evaluation system.

Work adjustment is a useful tool for evaluting the less

motivated and inexperienced student. Individualized work

adjustment, programs provide an opportunity to monitor

'acquisition of appropriate behaviours, physical abilities and

use of existing inter-personal skills in a variety of

vocational situations. Work adjustment encompasses careerfli

awareness and pre-vocational skill training. A number ofc4ork

adjustment programs such as Career A reness (Vancouver

Community College )., Occupational Orientation (East Kootenay

Community College), and Alternative Career Training (Capilano

College) are currently being offered in British Columbia.

On-the-job tryouts may provide the, most realistic

assessment of a student's vocational capability, provided

careful job analysis has determined that the on-the-job tryout

selected matches to the known abilities of the student. Neff

(1970) has suggested tht the work place may prove to be the

most appropriate site of vocational evaluation (i.e. enclave

assessment).

29
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Vocational evaluation must be a balance of static assess-

ment (measurement of existing skills and abilities) and on-

going assessment (measurement of adaption to work environment).

Over-emphasis on static assessment can be very expensive and

can lead to denial of service to those who could potentially

benefit. Over-reliance on on-going assessment can lead to

students being placed into inappropriate trasining programs and

may thus result in a high cost/effectiveness ratio.

At any given time of evaluation not all mentally handi-

capped adults possess the desire to work and/or personal

abilities necessary for success in competitive employment.

This statement does not preclude the possibility "that these

attitudes and abilities may be present at a future date.

An ERIC report entitled Post - secondary Vocational

Education for Mentally Retarded Adults (Moss, 1980), which re-
.

views the results of a six year experimental vocationP train-

ing project has found 'that "the most important qualities which

relate to lob successes or' failures are: speed of performance,

general attitudes relating to the employer, co-workers and the

work situation, and the ability to follow instructions." Other

studies have shown poor personal hygiene (Kolstoe, 1961;

Daniels, 1974), lack of family support (Brolin, 1969; Moss,

1980), tardiness and absenteeism (Daniels, 1974) and poor inter-

personal relationships with fellow staff and supervisors

(Co!1,en, 1960) as other important indicators.

3o
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Because of the proven unreliability of I.Q. scores as

indicators of intelligence.and future success, instructors of

the mentally handicapped have avoided using I.Q. scores as the

criteria for entry into education programs. Unfortunately, in

making. vocational education available to persons of all

intellectual abilities, educators have often.overlooked the

lack of other skills-and.attitudes that research has shown to

affect success in competitive. employment.

Entry into vocational training for competitive employment

must be based on assessment of all factors that have been shown

to be determinants of success on the job. These factors should

be weighted according to the degree to which they determine

success. The weighting should reflect the requirements of the

specific job for which training is being provided and therefore

will vary'with each individual- situation in which they. are

being applied. Use of such a weighting system may show that a

severely mentally handicapped adult with good personal care and

a supportive family is a more likely candidate for vocational

education for competitive employment than a' mildly mentally

handicapped adult who nas difficulty getting along peers

and has poor personal hygiene.

On the bais of six ygars of experimentation in training

mentally handicapped adults for ' ompetitive employment Moss

(1980), has recommended:

31
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"The post- secondary facilities stic,uld be selective and
choose for admission individuals with reasonable chances
to succeed in vocational' ,training programs. There is a

tendency in some states to, provide 'prevocational' train-
ing to groups of retarded individuals rather than to
select individuals for specific job training oppor-
tunities."'"

In recognizing the need for selectivity based on known

determiners of success, it should be remembered that all men-

tally handicapped adults should have an opportunity to access

training which would allow them to develop the"skills and atti-

tudes required to be successful -in competitive employment or

sheltered employment in an integrated setting. This range of

training options is currently a4iiable to the non-mentally

1.1ndicapped and must also be made available to the mentally

handicapped.

iii.) Life-Skills Training

In instances where mentally handicapped adults require

life-skills training to function in a specific job situation,

life-skills training becomes a component of a comprehensive

career education system and therefore warrants discussion in

this paper.

5 Moss, J., POst-Secondary
for Mentall Retarded
Except ona Ch dren,
Virginia, 1980, p. 37.

Voqational Education
Adults, Council for
ERIC Clsaringhouse,
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The Alternative Route .DACUM chart (1978) has provided a

clear :identification of the life-skills required by mentally

handicapped adults for independent living. Confusion as to the

nature of life-skills has arisen from inappropriate use of the,

term to describe a work adjustment program,or a very limited

program that teaches only one or two life-skills. Conversely,

life-skills programs are often given names which incorrectly

suggest that the- primary function of these programs is career

awareness or vocational training.

For the mentally handicapped, life-skills training must

be considered basic education, It is expected that, in future,

increased emphasis will be placed on life-skills training in

the kindergarten-to-grade r12 public school system, thereby

reducing the amount of training required at the adult education

level. However, life-skills training must also be available

through the adult public education system for (a) those adults .

who did not receive this training in the public school system,

as well As (b) those adults who were unable to achieve

competency in required life-skills during their public school

years.

Provincially standarized, competency7based, assessment

procedures articulated with each of the specific competencies

identified in the Alternative Route DACUM Chart, must be

developed in order to ensure that mentally handicapped adults

are not being taught life-skills that they have already

mastered, while not receiving training in the skills they need

to learn. In addition, the specific competencieu should be

33
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functionally ordered to reflect the degree to Which each

competency is required for independekt living. The

competencies should be grouped,in a functional heirarchy (e.g.

Life-skills I, II & III) which would show, a progression from

very basic universally required skills for independent living,

to more complex skills which often also serve as job-support

skills, te more optional stills that improve both quality of

life and one's.ability to maintain employment, but that are not

essential for independent living: The units included in the

three training levels would constitute a provincial core life-
,

skills curriculum from which colleges, institutes and school

districts could select to meet identified life-skill training

needs. A uniform naming system, such as the suggested Life-

skills I', II, & III should be used throughout the province.,

This would .great ly increase understanding and acceptance of

life-skill traini g within the community at large and within

the adult public education administrative structures

responsible for offeri g life-skills training.

Entry of mentally Handicapped adults into life-skills and

academic upgrading, programs should parallel, as closely as

possible," the system ord narily used for entry of non-

handicapped adults - .into ABE Competency-based assessment

should be used to determine app opriate placement in a program

and to provide information fo development of realistic

educational goals. Both entry an exit requirements should

exist for students embarking on a life-skills training

programs. When the demand for trainine exceeds. the number of
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seats available, a waiting list should be used to determine

access to programing.

iv) Work-adjustment Training

Some mentally handicapped adults need to develop work

related behaviours and an awareness of the requirements of work

in order to successfully obtain and maintain competitive

employment or sheltered. employment in an integrated setting.

Work adjustment education encompasses both pre-vocational skill

training and career awareness training. Pre-vocational skill

training develops work-support behaviours such a§: work

tolerance and attention to task (Larsen and Edwards, 1980),

personal hygiene, promptness, responsiveness to instruction and

lack of 'distractibility (Mithaugh, 1981). These skills are

often developed through a. structured, supervised work

experience or in a simulated work environment. Although some

pre-vocational skills (e.g. promptness) may be related to some

life - skills (e.g. telling time) there is a very distinct

functional difference. For example, one can 'be prompt without

being able to tell time (relative or friend says when 'to leave,

or watch is programmed to beep when-:time , to leave);

cdDersely, one can tell time yet be consistently late. Career

awareness training is designed to increase understanding of

35
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the requirements of work and to prepare students for making

occupational choices. This type of training typically relies

on field trips, classroom discussions and loosely structured

work explorations..

v) Vocational Skills Training.

Vocational skills training teaches skills which can be

used to produce something of worth to an employer li.e. market-

able skills).. Table II indicates three ways in which vo-

cational skills can be taught and some of the factors inherent

in each method.

Integration of mentally handicapped adults into regular

vocational training is the one method of providing vocational

skill training that presently is least utilized in meeting the

vocational training needs of the mentally handicapped. It

appears that the lack of utilization of this method results

mainly from previous assum, ions- re ar g the place of men-

tally handicapped adults in our s y and consequently thee.

public education ystem and the difficulty of developing a

system that can s rve both handicapped and non-handicapped

adults.

Integration of\ mentally handicapped adults into regular

Jocational skill training would give mentally handicapped

acults a wide range of training options and provide access to

instructional expertise and technical training equipment that

currently exists in the adult public education system.

The experience gained from mainstreaming mentally handi-

capped adolescents into the junior and senior secondary



TABLE II

FACTORS INHERENT IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING MODELS

CAMPUS-BASED TRAINING
(Simulated work environment)

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
1

INTERGRATION INTO REGULAR
CAMPUS-BASED VOCATION TRAINING

-Students must be able to
transfer to real work
setting. Therefore this
type of training is most
suited to the mildly
mentally handicapped.

-Capital costs fdr training
"hardware can be suite high.

-Because of the controlled
environment, high quality
skill training can be
provided.

-Instructor costs are low
compared to other types of
training.

-This type of training Is
most appropriate in large
urban areas. A.large popu-
lation base is needed to
obtain 10 to 12 students
who are all suited to the
same occupation. Also, a
large employer base is
needed to find enough jobs
requiring the skills being
taught.

--------11.

;Eliminates need for transfer
of training. his type of
training therefore, is very
suited to the needs of the
severely mentally handicapped
also is effective with other
disability levels.

-Minimal capital outlAy.

-Quality of training is diffi-
cult to maintain because of
instructor time management
problems and because of the
difficulties inherent in
trying to provide instruction
in place of business.

-All the training provided is
job relevant.

-Provides unlimited training
possibilities.

,.._

-Student is not taught any
generic job skills that would
allow him/her to change jobs
if the need arises.

AVAILABLE

-Mildly mentally handicapped adults
are most easily accommodated in

.

this type of training, however,
mentally handicapped adults of most
functioning levels can be accommo-
dated provided adequate learning

.-assistance services are available.
-Start up costs for this type of
training are low, however, if
integrated training is used on a
large scale, the cost of support
services for the student and the
instructor providing training
could'be quite high.
-Quality of instruction is nega-
tively effected by the fact that
most instructors providing train-
ing have had little or no back-
ground in teaching the mentally
handicapped and a large amount of
instruction-is designed for non-
handicapped students.
- Integration assists in develop=.
ment of normal work behaviors and
educates future fellow workers and
emliloyees about the ambitions and
capabilities of mentally handi-
capped adults.
-Provides training options for
students who feel their needs
aren't met in segregated training
programs.
-Makes available a wide variety of 3
training programs.
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systems has indicated that this approach ,is feasible if

supported by appropriate learning assistance and instructor

preparation.

Implementation of the TRAC (Training Access) system in

colleges and vocational training institutes throughout British

Columbia should facilitate the integration of mentally handi-

capped adults into regular 'vocational skill instruction. In

a

this system the material to be learned has been delineed into

numerous competency areas. This delineation of skill corn-4

petencies should incre'ase opportunities for mentally handi-

capped adults to select and obtaintinstruction in practical

skills without being required to complete an entire vocational

training program. The TRAC system, however, is based on self-

directed learning and places a great deal of emphasis on the
o

ability to read. To take advantage of skill training through

the TRAC system, mentally handicapped adults would require

learning assistance to translate written instructions into

verbal instructions.

vi) Job Placement

0

In the programs reviewedresponsibility,for job placement

ultimately rested with the institution or agency providing

training,'although it was often shared with a variety of gover-
,

nment and community agencies.

There are two types of job placement which are'used in the

training of mentally handicapped adults:

39
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Soft job placement: This term refers to placement of a

student in a job for a defined length , of time (usually

short-term, 2-6 months) and a wage subsidy. is provided to

the employer (see Tables VTVII for discussion of wage

subsidies). 'These placements are considered .,raining place-

ments. Although employers are often expected to provide on-

going employment, they are not legally obliged to do so.

Recent changes in both Canada Employment and Ministry of
0,

Labolir wage- subsidy programi have made these programs more

suitable to the needs of the mentally handicapped.

Hard job slacement:c° This term refeig to competitive job

placements in which the employer is responsible for the full

wage and where there is a prospect of on=going employment.

The literature pertaining to vocational training of

mentally handicapped adUlts consistently confirms the need

for job placment. Job placement as a partOf 'comprehensive

career education is supported by Bellamy and Horner (1979),

Bluhm (1977), Mithaug and Haring (1977), Moss (1979),

Neufeldt (.1978) and Sowers et al (1980).

Wolfensberger (1977)' feels that mentally handicapped

adults should be given the opportunity to find their own

jobs:

6 Wolfensberger,
maliz tion in Human

n a e ar

u

Princi le of Nor
Services, Nations
ation, 972, p. 162.
4 0

W.,

"Too, often a person who is 'given' a job, places
small'val nn it, since it came to him with 4ittle
or no eft. By securing his own job and nego-
tiating dire,..ly with the employer, he will, in the
process, diminish' the employees suspicion and
skepticism of his° readiness for work."

The
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Although Wolfensberger would like to see mentally

handicapped adults find their own jobs he does admit that

"there is a small number of, applicants: may be ready for

work, but who, for any number of reasons, cannot find their

own jobs" and feels they "should be given whatever help is

necessary to effect their Oecement".7 Bellamy (1979) feels

there is a need to reverse tie current training efforts of

schools so that there is less involvement with career aware-

ness and pre-vocational strategies and more involvement in

job training and placement. 'Moody and Williams (1971) view

-placement and follow- through as the "grand finale" of ihe

rehabilitation process, while Soweret al (1980) state: "The

primary goal of a competitive employment training program is

°client placement".8 Sowers et al (1980) also state: "The

'number of staff persons who will assume job development

activities, will be contingent on the number of persons that

the program intends to place monthly "9

7

8

9

Wolfensberger, W., The Principle of Normaliz-
ation in Human Services, National InsTIEUEi3W
Mental Retardaton, 1972, p4. 162.

Sowers, J., Lunderi/old, P., Swanson, M., Budd,
C., Compptetive Employment Training for

llMentay Retarded: A systemataroach,
Centre on Human Development, Oniversity of
Oregon, p.41.

Ibid. p.42.
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Sharing of the responsibility for placement is alluded to

by Bellamy and Wilcox (1979). In discussing the need for

support services at the secondary level, Bellamy and Wilcox

state: "Not only is direct assistance needed in skill training,

but also the support of specialists in vocational preparation,

job p acement and residential living is often critical to

succe ful instruction". 10

Job placement is the most critical function of a
r.

comprehensive vocational training program. It is placement in

on-going empl yment that gives value to the effort and monies

expended on lanai- training. For mentally-6affidt

adults, job placement is an essential and mutually exclusive

component of the career educatiOn process. Consequently, job

placement of students-involved in a vocational training.program

is ultimately the responsibility of the institution offering

the training. Educational institutions. should not embark on

vocational training without first identifying the type of jobs

for which students are. being trained and th availability of

those jobs in the 'community, both. for training .and for final

placement.

In other vocational training programs (apprenticeship

training) where on-the-job training is an integral component,

the responsibility for locating a job has, in the past, been

placed almost totally on the student. The current shortage of

OBellamy T., Wilcox B., "Secondary Education for
Severely Handicapped Students: Guidelines.for Quality
Services", in B. Wilcox and A. Thompson (Eds.) Critical
-ssues in the Education of Autistic Children antrranr
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tradesmen indicates that this system has weaknesses for even

the non-handicapped student. It is now being recognized

that there is a need for a job procurement system which is

tied directly to the training program.

Actual location of jobs can and should be shared with

the students in the program, government ministries/agencies

0 referring students for training and the Canada Employment

and Immigration Commission. Recent changes within the

provincial Ministry of Labour and the Canada Employment and

Immigration Commission reflect a greater awareness of the

--emp-I-oymentneedsrAllpfmentally handlcawed adults. Spedial-

Needs Counsellors within the Canada Employment Commission

have the responsibilty of assisting mentally handicapped

adults to find employment. These counsellors perform this

function at a level determined by the number of counsellors

available for a given population. These counsellors are

responsible for serving all handicapped persons looking for

work and therefore cannot attend solely to the placement

needs of mentally handicapped adults involved in a specific

vocational training program. A similar system exists for

non-handicapped adults. Generic job placement services

(those developed to service the general public) are

available upon graduation from a vocational training

program, but the Canada Employment and Immigration

Commission does not provide specialized services tied to

specific vocational training programs. Mentally handicapped

adults and their advocate.) should be encouraged to use
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generic placement services but it must be remembered that a

weakness inherent in generic services is that they are not

designed to focus on the unique needs of a specialty group.

Every effort should be made to share the task of find-

ing suitable jobs for mentally handicapped adults involved

in a vocational training program. In instances where jobs

'cannot be found by the individual or by a government agency,

educational institutions must have the capacity to assist

with location of suitable job placements. Funding of career

education programs for mentally handicapped adults and the

service measures applied to t. programs must allow

sufficient flexibility and time allotment for provision of

some job placement service.

vii) Job Stabilization

Job stabilization refers to the time and services

required to assist a mentally ha0Uapped adult to function

independently in a job at a. performance level required by

the employer. Initially, intense on-site instruction is

required to facilitate transfer of learned skills to the job

site. Sower et al (1980) in their Competitive Employment
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Training Model clearly show the instructional steps required

in job stabilization. Sower et al (1980) include the

following steps in their program: job analysis, matching

client and job, determination of other critical job infor-

mation, preparing parents/advocates and students, preparing

co- workers, training on job site, evaluation of job perfor-

mance, and fading from job site.

The critical need for job stabilization is emphasized

by Bellamy and Horner (1979) who suggest that thOugh the

"train, place and forget model may be sufficient for some

is clearly inappropriate

for severly handicapped individuals."11

As the student learns to apply skills on the job site,

there is a gradual shift from requiring instructional

support to requiring emotional support. During this time

there should be a corresponding shift of responsibility from

the education service provider to the agency/organization

making the referral, and the individual.

11 Bellamy G., Horner R., Structured Employment;
Productivity and Productive Capacity, Univer-
sity of Oregon, Unlversity Press, 1979, p.6.
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viii.) Retrainira

A comprehensive career education system must provide

opportunities for individuals to get retraining if they must

change their job or if they want to 'advance into another

job. The opportunity must exist for mentally handicapped

adults to re-enter a career education system if new vdca-

tional educatiJn needs develop. It is also important that.
.0

employers of m-ntally handicapped adults are given assurance

of the possibility of retraining for their workers if the

worker's production level falls or if they need to move the

workerimba another iab,----

b. Delivery of Models

i) Current Provisions

Until five years ago, there was little in the way of

public education opportunities for adults with a mental

handicap. In recent years, there has been a marked growth

in services, programs, And resources, but, in relation to

the measured and expressed need; the public education system

has only begun to scratch the surface. While the Ministry

has provided some leadership, it has not made a clear,

long-term commitment. Among the steps taken by the Minis-:

try in support of adult special education several have con-

tributed to the establishment of the foundation upon which

future developments cah take place.
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In 1979, upon the impetus' of the Vancouver-Richmond

Association for the Mentally Retarded and Vancouver

Community College,, the Ministry of Education began to

develop the Alternative Route curriculum materials. At

present this resource includes an Instructor's Manual and

over eighty curriculum manuals. While it remains just one

resource, it has contributed greatly to the capability of

colleges, school boards and other agencies to offer life-

skill programs for mentally handicapped adults. In 1980 the

Ministry began to provide some co-ordination of adult

sp II taint& the _--

services of an Adult Special Education Consultant, seconded

from one of the colleges within the B.C. public education

system. Since that time, the Ministry has continued to make

use of the Continuing Education Project system to enable

colleges and school boards to develop innovative approaches

to the education of mentally handicapped adults.

In 1981, the Ministry provided funds for its first

adult special education initiative enabling most colleges to

establish adult special education co-ordinator positions and

more career education programs for the handicapped. The im-

pact of Adult Special Education co-ordinators within the

college system has increased access of mentally handicapped

adults to regular and special adult education programs and

services. Also, in the past three years most colleges have

conducted regional needs assessments which have clearly

identified the special education needs within their re-

gions.
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Recently a critical step in establishing the .f undation

for adult special education was undertaken by the inistry

of Education throAcigh the issuance of A Ministerial 'olicy

Statement on the Provision of Adult Special Education i the

Public Education System of British Columbia. This st te-

ment, released by Mr. Jim Carter, Deputy Minister, in Ma ch

1982, has profound implications for mentally handicapp

'adults. The statement, "recognizes adult speCial education

as an integral part of the total education enterprise",12'

and recognizes the responsibility of the. Ministry to develop

special education guidelines and to co-ordinate programs on

a province-wide basis. Presently the process for developing

guidelines has been initiated and recommendations from the

field are being solicited; however, steps have not yet been

taken to address the Ministerial co-ordination responsi-

bility on .a permanent basis. A survey of the opinions of

adult special education educators and other parsons working

with mentally handicapped adults indicated that the need for

co-ordination is extremely apparent at this stage of
0

development.

In sum, the Ministry and many of the public education

institutions have taken the initial steps towards establish-

ing a foundation and presence in the adult special education

field. Much has been done, but clearly much more needs to

be done.

12A Ministerial Polic on the Provision of Adult
S ecial E'ducat on Pro rams n the Pub IC
Education S stem of British Columbia, Ministry
o E ucation, March 1982, p.l.
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A recent survey to obtain information for this discussion

paper has shown .a_ rising level of involvement of `colleges,

institutes and school districts in providing various types of

educational programs and services to .mentally handicapped

adillts. Figure II shows the range of program offerings for the

mentally handtcapped.that currently'exists in the Province of

British Columbia. The.range of programs in British Columbia

can be compared with the range of programs in Alberta (Figure

III), where there also has been recent, increase in the

provision of education progams foy mentally handicapped

adults.

Figure II shows there is `much variation in the types of

programs being offered within British Columbia. Some colleges,

school districts, and institutions are offering specific

training while many colleges are including three or four

different types of training in one program. Totals at the

bottom of Figure.II indicate that there is a greater prevalence

of academic upgrading, life-skills training and work adjustment

training than vocational skills training. This difference in

the prevalence of education options reflects,an emphasis to

date on development of independent living skills and job

support skills rather than marketable job skills. The

provincial development pattern existing to date is that life-

skills programs have developed first, followed by development

of work adjustment and some vocational skill training.
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IPROGRAM OFFERINGS FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED ADULTS IN B.C.-1
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FIGURE.III

PROGRAM OFFERINGS FOR MENTALLY ANDIrAPPED ADULTS

IN ALBERTA
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Recently this pattern has changed with institutions such as

Pacific Vocational Institute and Northwest College develop-

ing vocational training programs independent of life-skills

programs.

A breakdown of the work adjustment and vocational

training models turrently being used in British Columbia is

- shown in Table III. Table III sh(.4s that the programming

being offered is primarily directed towards the mildly and

moderately mentally handicipped.iTt can also be seen from

Table III that the level of success in job placement, in

most cases, is greater in programs that provide vocational

11 training. This difference in success of job placement

sup Arts the view that work adjustment training (career

awareness and pre-vocational skills) does not in itself pre-

pare mentally handicapped adults for competitive employment.

Comparison of work adjustment and vocational training

programs being offered in British Columbia to those being

offered in Alberta and the State of Washington indicated

that the student to staff ratio is generally greater in the

British Columbia programs and the support services (e.g. job

placement and stabilization) 'provided are considerably

less. For example, a program offered at Olds College,

Alberta, has a staff of one co-ordinator, one community

liaison person and two instructors for a range of between 12

to 16 on-campus students and a similar number of students
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;TABLE III

PRE-VOCATIONAL AH17 VOCATIONAL .TRAINING MODEL,' IN B.C:
.

MODELS
FREQUENCY
OF USE

. .

MeNTAL ABILITY/DISABILITY LEVEL

.

PERCENTENT
EMPLOYED
1981/82,

MODEL No. I

Career awareness
and pre-
vocational
training.

4.

.

.

.

5

.

Mildly handicapped
Mildly & Moderately handicapped

Mildy handicapped
(high functioning)

Mildy & Moderately handicapped
Mildy & Moderately handicapped

i

_11%
new pro-

gram
17%

14% 4
31%

MODEL No. II
Career awareness
pre-vocational
training and on-
the-job training.

4

.

Mildy & Moderately handicapped
Mildy handicapped .

Mildy & Moderately handicapped
Mildy & Moderately handicapped..

.

27%
7%.

new pro-
grams

MODEL NO. III
On-the-job skill
training

,

1,, Mildy & Moderately handicapped

....%"41.1.4.4

57%

MODEL NO. IV
Campus based
vocational skill
training. , 2

Mentally handicapped adults who
are job ready but require speci-
fic vocational skillitrainin0...
Mildy & Moderately handicapped

\

62.5%
new pro-

gram

POLARIS'
provides kill the
services of this
model but have
outside agency
do training.

1

Mentally handicapped adults who
are job ready but require
specific skill 69%

N.B. The percent employed figures are based on only one year's results
and should not be taken as a reliable indication of the success
of the program.
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in on-the-job follow-up., Lethbridge College, Alberta has

one co-ordinator/instructor, one full-time vocational co-

ordinator for a program that serves 12 students in on-campus

instruction and approxidately 24 students in job stabili-

zation and follow-up. Follow -up in this program is provided

for one year. The Competitive Employment. Training program

offered by the Specialized Training Centre, University of

Oregon, has a one to five instructor to student ratio for

on-campus instruction and on-the-job skill training and a

one to thirty ratio for job follow -up, which is provided for
41.

approximately one year. This program has a,, total staff cm--

plement of one co-ordinator, two. instructors and two job

placement and training specialists. It has been determined

that for this program, it costs approximately $6,000 per

student to provide career education (training, placement and

stabilization) for a period of 18 months.

ii) Suggested Delivery Model

In the five years that Colleges and School Districts

have been offering pcost-secondary education for mentally

handicappeJ adults, there has, gradually emerged a (Selivery

system that with some refineMents could provide the frame

work for co-ordinated delivery of adult career education for

mentally handicapped adults. Figure TV presents a delivery

system for a college while Figures V and VI

t
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FIGURE IV

COMPREHENSIVE DELIVERY SYSTEM - COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Vms earrlilimonwommllir
C.E.I.C.

rsSESSMENT1.--0

SCHOOL
DISTRICT

M.H.R. MINISTRY OF
'LABOUR

ADVOCACY
GROUP

KEY CONTACT PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR ADULT SPECIAL EDUCATION

ACADEMIC LIFE WORK VOCATIONAL INTEGRATION
UPGRADING SKILLS ADJUST-. SKILLS INTO REGULAR

(--) TRAIN-4--) MENT TRAINING 4-4 VOC. TRAINING
INC. TRAINING WITH SUPPORT

6-4

COMMUNITY/
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

ON- THE -30B TRAINING.COMMITTEE

LABOUR C.E.I.C.. EDUCATION HUMAN RESOURCES

ON- THE -JOB TRAINING (with subsiTyri

COMPETITIVE OR INTEGRATED SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT
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FIGURE V

COMPREHENSIVE DELIVERY SYSTEM, - .SCHOOL DISTRICT

SELF hVOCACY MINISTRY COLLEGE/ MINISTRY OF C.E. .C.
REFERRAL GROUP OF HUMAN INSTITUTE LABOUR

RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT 1111111 KEY CONTACT PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR EDUCATIONAL.

PROGRAMS OFFERED

ACADEMIC
UPGRADING 4

LIFESKILLS
TRAINING

INSTITUTION /AGENCY OFFERING PRE-
VOCATIONAL OR 1CATIONAL SKILL

TRAININ6

ON-THE-30B TRAINING COMMITTEE

LABOUR
emam.............

C.E.C. EDUCATION HUMAN RESOURCES

r----
' ON-THE-30B :TRAINING (with subsidy)

COMPETITIVE OR INTEGRATED SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT
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FIGURE VI

w.

COMPREHENSIVE DELIVERY SYSTEM - PROVINCIAL INSTITUTES

SELF ADVOCACY MINISTRY SCHOOL MINISTRY OF C.E.I.0
REFERRAL GROUP OF HUMAN DISTRICT LABOUR

RESOURCES

ASSESSMENTI----1 KEY CONTACT PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR

ADULT SPECIAL EDUCATION

If
VOCATIONAL SKILL

TRAINING
(accept only students
ready for this level
of training)

ON- THE -JOB TRAINING (with subsidy)

fON-THE-JOB TRAINING (with subsidy).

COMPETITIVE OR INTEGRATED SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT
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present variations on this system fora school district and

a provincial institute.

The comprehensive delivery system shown in these

figures is composed of three major stages. The first is

referral and program selection. In this model it is assumed

that most mentally handicapped adults being referred for

educational 'service will be referred by an agency or

government ministry. Self referrals would tend to be made

by those mentally handicapped adults who are functionally

independent. When a referral/request for service is-made it

is expected that some overall plan has already been

developed and a need for career education has been

identified as a' part of that plan. This concept of an

overall plan has been given a. variety of names and meanings

by different ministries and agencies (e.g. Marketing Plan -

C.E.I.C.*, Individual Opportunity Plan - M.H.R.,

Comprehensive Services Plan - Advocacy Groups). The

discrepancy between these names and plans is not of utmost

importance. What is most important is that some form of

planning is done prior to the refetral stage. Inherent in

planning is assessment. If a general plan is to be

developed prior to referral, this implies that the

agency/ministry doing the planning is reponsible for

assessment to a level that is adequate for development of

that plan.

* C.E.I.C. - Canata Employment and Immigration Commission



Once a referral has been made, the key educational

contact person, the potential student, his advocate and the

referring agency should meet to incorporate an appropriate

sequence of education programming into the "overall" plan. Any

additional educational assessment and-work evaluation that is

required at this time would be the responsiblility of the

institution providing educational service. At this stage, the

key education contact person would look to the range of

education services available within the "immediate geographical

region" to select the most appropriate sequence of training to

meet the goals developed in the overall plan.



The principle that should govern selection of program

options is: the more intellectually handicapped the individual,

the more specific the training should be. Accordin to the

principle shown in Figure VII, it is likely that a severely

mentally handicapped student would move directly, to on -the -job

training while a mildly handlcapped individual may en er into

work adjrstment training, then complete a'number of practical

skill competency areas in the ComMon Core of the TRC program

prior to being placed in on-the-job training.

FIGURE VII

PRINCIPLE GOVEtNING SELECTION OF PROGRAM OpTIONS

less more

11=11111011111M.

handicapped

generalized

training

andicapped

job specific

training
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Once the student is ready to move into on-the-job

training (with or without subsidy) ah On-the-job Training

Committee would be brought together to'incorporate on -the-

job training, job placement and job stabilization into.the

overall plan. This committee ,would be made up of some com-

bination of the'following: Ministry of Labour, Education,

Human Resources. and the Canada Employment anirImmigration

Commission, but would vary for each individual depending on

who made.the referral and what type of service is required.

'It would be this committee that would define for each indi-

'vidual' case the. locus of responsibility for on-the-job

training, job placement and job stabilization. This com-

mittee would develop a time-lined plan for shifting of

responsibility. from the edUcational institution 'to other

ministries, advocacy groups and the-individual.

When delivering services to mentally handicapped

adults, it is imperative to remember that they are a highly

individualized group of people. It would be impossible to,

design a delivery system that could deal with'all mentally

handicapped adults in the same manner. The system outlined

is designed to accommodate individual differences. With each

individual 'there will be differences in the referring

agency, the make-up of the planning group, the career

education plan, the. make-up of the On-the-job Training

Committee and the on-the-job training and support system.



In the definition of a comprehensive vocational train-

ing system that was presented earlier in this paper, it was

stated that consumers would \experience "satisfaction of

needs and continuity of service without having to move from

the immediate geographic region.\" Within this definition it

is logical to incorporate services from a variety of sources

into a co-ordinated delivery system. In the lower mainland

an "immediate geographic region" may ,include a community

college, two school districts and a vocational training

institute. In determining the\ size of an "immediate

geographic region" the' availability of transportation,

family support and housing must be considered. To

adequately serve mentally handicapped adults in rural areas

colleges must maintain a community focus. In the lower

mainland, because of the close proximity of colleges, school

districts and institutes, and the availability of transpor-

tation, it is reasonable that a college would have a

regional focus to the extent that a full range of career

education programs would not be available at any one

college, but rather, within an identified group of colleges,

school districts, institutes and agency sponsored training

programs.

Prior to developing an education program similar to one

being offered elsewhere within the immediate area an adult

public education institution should first determine that: a)

the need for instruction is greater than that which is being

met through existing programs, or b) there is a
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need for a different type of training than that presently being.

offered. An example of this type of co-ordination of services

can be found in North Vancouver. In the past, Capilano College

and North Vancouver School District were both offering ,life -

skills training, thereby creating a need for delineation of

services in this region. As a result, Capilano now only offers

work adjustment training while the school district has

specialized in providing life-skills training. Past

experience, however, has shown that to provide functional

career education for mentally handicapped adults, it is

critical that job stabilization training is provided in the

community that the individual will reside.

past to send mentally handicapped adults

vocational training then return them to their

film work were not successful in most cases.

Attempts in, the

o Vancouver for

own community to

VI. LINKAGE AND OVERLAP

Career education for mentally handicapped adults cannot

exist in isolation. Many linkages must be established between

the career education process and the services of other.

ministries and agencies. At the present time, many linkages do

exist as well as some overlap in service provision.
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Tables IV to VI outline the services of a variety of

government ministries which interact withsthe career educa-

tion process. Tables VII to. XI indicate the existing

overlap in services between the ministries. Where .does

education fit in the midst of all these services?

Education, by definition, should provide the following

programs and services within the realm of career education

for mentally handicapped adults:

i) educational assessment and evaluation

ii) educational planning

iii) educational training or instruction including:

- academic upgradinc ) as required for
- life-skill training ) vocational preparation
- work adjustment training
- vocational skills training

iv) job stabilization (including job -placement as.

required)

The suggested delivery system that is described

in the previous section facilitates establishment of

linkages at the intake/planning stage and at- the on-the-job

training stage. In addition, there is a need for continuing

communication between individuals linked by the career
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TABLE IV 42a

TRAINING SUBSIDIES AND SERVICES: MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCES

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
WORKER

- financial support
- some assessment &

counselling

REHABILITATION AND SUPPORT SERVICES
-REHABILITATION OFFICER

-Assessment
s,-counselling

As part of ( -' monitoring of school progress
Individual in educational programs

Opportunity Plan -monitoring of work experience

tnd
on-the-job training.

INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY PLAN
- a program of exploration & training experience
with the overall goal being employment.

- Long-term monitoring by Rehabilitation Officer

Resources available for development of
INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY PLAN

POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

M.H.R. can provide:

1. Training for a
,specific goal.
-will continue to
get Income Assis-
tance benefits.
while getting
education.

2. Training for
Upgrading
-tuition, transpor-
tation, & bocks
while attending
program

WORK
EXPERIENCE

Without With
Remuneration Remuneration

M.H.R. can provide:

1. Community Involve-
° ment Plan.
- placed with non-
profit organization

- not highly employ-
ment oriented
- 6 months initially,
can be extended
indefinitely
-$50/month for 20
hrs. work

2. Incentive Program
- more employment
oriented

- $10 more if have
dependents
- 6 months initially,
can be extended up to
a year
Work Activity Program
- four in province
-provide work exper-
ience and life skills

65.

ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING

M.H.R. ointly admin-
isters the Income
Assistance Program
with the Ministry of
Labour.
- max.. of $2.50/hr.

subsidy for 6 months
- can be extended if

there will be a job
offer at end of
training

Also can take advan-
tage of other subsidy
programs.

1. Ministry of Labour
2. Public ervice Com.

- Provincial and
Federal

3. Canada Employment
& Immigration
Commission

tab



TABLE V

TRAINING SUBSIDIES AND SERVICES: MINISTRY OF LABOUR

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING DIVISION

VOCATLONAL
REHABILITATION SERVICES

1. Assessment - refer to other
agencies or
professionals.

- will cover assessment costs.

2. Counselling - develop a vocational
training plan.

3. Training - refer to other agencies.
- can cover. cost of books, fees,
transportation, educational
equipment, prosthetics, and
technical aids.
can also provide maintenance
allowance, dependent on need.

4. Wage Reimbursement - can reimburse
to employer 50% of the wages of
adult with a disability, for a
maximum of one year.
- no wage ceiling.
- reimbursement progiam is avail-

able for both full and part:-time
work.

6

ca
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SPECIALIZED TRAINING
PROGRAMS

42b

PROVNCIAL EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING FOR HANDICAPPED
PERSONS
2-6 months of funding for
employers to hire and train
handicapped persons.
Can be extended another 6
months if required.

NON-PROFIT EMPLOYERS

- 100% wage subsidy with no
upper limitson wage:

PRIVATE SECTOR AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYERS.

- 50% subsidy of total
wages. subsidy can be
set up on a reducing
scale which starts 100%.

- no upper limit 9n- wage.
can be extended an addi-
tional 6 months if position
Is to become on-going.

2. INCOME ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

- jointly administered by
(M.H.R. & Labour.

- -exclusive to M.H.R.

7'maximum of $2:50/hr.
subsidy for 6 months.

- can be extended if job
is to become on-going,
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TABLE VI 42c

TRAINING SUBSIDIES AND SERVICES: CANADA EMPLOYMENT AND IMMIGRATION COMMISSION

4,

1---SERVICES

SPECIAL NEEDS. COUNSELLOR

- assessment
- development of mployability action plan.
This can In ate a range of rehabili-
tation services/availtable in the community
and through oth r MiOistries.

- monitoring of e ployability plan.
- encourage employers to use incentive programs
to provide on-the-job training.

ON-THE-30B TRAINING INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING

r,
-7PROGRAM FOR THE THE NATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL

EMPLOYMENT DISADVANTAGED TRAINING PROGRAM
(P.E.D.)

- provides a wage subsidy of: - The Federal government will
buy seats in courses lead-

85% of gross wages for up to 13 weeks ing to employment.
50% of gross wages for up to '6 weeks
25% of gross wages for up to 26 weeks These courses offer

,TOTAL - 65 weeks skills training 'or combine

- Although this program is to provide
subsidy for full-time work (32.5 hrs.),
exceptions can be made if a person's

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING PROGRAM 1

- This program can'also be used to subsi-
dize the wages of mentally handidapped
employee (85% of gross wages for up to
52 weeks). It is possible to combine
this program with the P.E.D. program to
allow. for an extended training period in
situations where there is a need for
long-term training.,

educational upgrading with
skills training if this is
what. is required for a
specific group.

SKILLS GROWTH FUND

- For the next two fiscal
years, approx. $108
million will be available
to develop courses, build
new facilities, and expand
or modernize old ones.

- Capital funding is avail-
able for all approved
projects up to a maximum
of $40,000. Funding is
also available, in certain
cases, for initial operat-
ing and course development
costs.

- This fund is available for
training of adults who
need a specially adapted
training approach and/or
environment to acquire
needed 'skills.
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TABLE VII

RELATED SERVICES: MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCES

(Rehabilitation Services)

ASSESSMENT

TRAINING

JOB
PLACEMENT

ON-THE-JOB
COUNSELLING
AND SUPPORT

- in-depth interviews which
focus on education, work
experience, health, family
background, personal
factors, and vocational
Interests.

- information gathered from
other agencies and previous
internal assessments.

- develop an Individual
Opportunity Plan based on
gathered Information.

- refer, to other agencies and
institutions.

- set up work experience
placements.

- lifeskill workers provide
task specific training
required for greater
independence.

- can refer to Achievement
Centres which are partially
funded by M. H.R.

work with Ministry of Labour
to place client using the
Income Assistance wage
subsidy program.

- rehabilitation officer will
provide on-going follow-up
as long as required.

- Responsibility to maintain
communication with the
Rehabilitation Officer is
also placed on the client.
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TABLE VIII

RELATED SERVICES: MINISTRY OF LABOUR

(Vocational Rehabilitative Services)

42e

a

ASSESSMENT

TRAINING

JOB
PLACEMENT

ON-THE-JOB
COUNSELING
AND SUPPORT

- initial screening interview.

- intormation gathered from health and
education records.

C

- assessment services can be purchased
from other agencies and professionals
on behalf of client.

0

- refer to other agencies.

- rely on individual and other agencies
to find placements.

- involved in screening placements once
they have been found.

- mainly rely on services of other
agencies.
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TABLE IX 42f

RELATED SERVICES: MINISTRY OF LABOUR

(Employment Training Division)

ASSESSMENT

TRAINING

JOB

PLACEMENT

ON-THE-JOB
COURSELLNG
AND SUPPORT

1

a*

- actively 'seek employers interested in
hiring and training handicapped
persons.

- will facilitate job placement.

- rely on services of other agencies.
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TABLE X

RELATED SERVICES: CANADA EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION

(Special Needs Counsellors)

ASSESSMENT

TRAINING

JOB
PLACEMENT

wom,

ON-THE-JOB
COUNSELLING'

AND
AND SUPPORT

42g

- in-depth interview
- administer General Aptitude and Test
Battery and the Canadian Occupational
Inventory.

- can refer clients to the C.E.I.C. Special
Services Program for more in-depth
testing.

- can refer to other agencies.
- this information is used to assist client

in developing, Employability Action
Plan.

- contract to other agencies.

- will refer client to suitable available
jobs.

- encourage employers to utilize'incentive
programs.

- will do job placement if required..

- will maintain periodic on-the-job site
contact with the client as long as
required.

- Polaris: will spend two weeks on-the-job
with client if required.

N.B. Polaris is an Outreach project of the Canada Employlent
Commission which provides mentally handicapped adults
with the following services:
- screening
- referral to vocational training
- work experience
- assistance with job search
- placement
- follow-up
The project has been very successful (70%); however,
only rovides service fo the lower m inland.



TABLE XI 42b

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION SERVICES (Colle es Institutes and School Districts

ASSESSMENT

TRAINING

JOB
PLACEMENT

ON-THE-JOB
COUNSELLING

AND
SUPPORT

- most institutions conduct program related
assessment designed to screen students enter-
ing a program.

- most institutions asr:ss academic and life
skills, (the Adaptive Functioning Index 'is
commonly used).

- one College (E.K.C.C.) offers an,Lndependent
assessment service designed to assess
academic, lifeskills, and vocational skills of
moderately and severely mentally handicapped
adults.

- a variety of training programs (academic up-
grading, lifeskills, career awareness, pre-
vocational skills training) are currently
being offered.

- most institutions only offer one or two of the
above options.

- some colleges/institutestinvolved in career
awareness and vocational skills training have
become involved in job placement.

- some colleges/institutions have become
involved in providing this service for
students recently placed in a job.
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education process. Most colleges now have an Adult Special

Education co-ordinator to maintain the overall communication

that is required with other education and rehabilitation

service providers, agencies, and ministries. It must also be

regognized that instructors of mentally handicapped adults have

a need to communicate with other .agencies, parents, and

ministries that is far greater than that of instructors of non-

handicapped students. This need to communicate with outside

agencies must be considered when establishing student/teacher

ratios and level of teacher/student contact time.

At present, there are ministries other than the Ministry

of Education that are providing services within the realm of

education. These ministries should look toward ways of co-

ordinating their services within the adult public education

structure. The Ministry of Human. Resources currently funds

life-skills programs which provide individualized, or group

life-skills instruction for example. As a result, some

confusion has arisen regdrding which ministry (Education or

Human Resources) is responsible for life-skills training.

The efforts of both Ministries should be co-ordinated to ensure

effective service delivery and to avoid duplication of

service.

Because of the highly individualized needs often

exhibited by mentally handicapped adults requiring life-skills

training, this type of training for some mentally handicapped

adults cannot be provided without a support system which

assists a student in regular education settings and that

targets instruction to meet specialized needs. The requirement
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of this type of educational support for special needs students

is addressed in the kindergarten-to-grade 12 system by the

funding of Child Care and Chance Workers Programs of the

Ministry of Human Resources. The co-ordiation between the

Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Human Resources that

exists in relation to these programs should be studied with a

view to establishing a similar system of co-ordination for the

Life-Skills Workers Program.

An example of the type of co-ordination recommended can

be found within Douglas College's Consumer and Job Preparation

for Adult with Special Needs program. Douglas College has

hired an instuctor who both teaches and co-ordinates this

program.' In addition, four paraprofessionals who are funded by

the Ministry of Human Resources Life-Skills Worker Program have

been attached to this program so that the amount of service

provided can be increased. By attaching the life-skills

workers to a college program, they are able to access all the

educational resources of the college and the educational focus

of the training is maintained. Also, with this type of

arrangement the Ministry of Human Resources and any Social

Service agency that is administering the funds continues to

have'an involvement in the type of service being provided. The

results from the Douglas College program nave shown that this

type of co-ordinated approach to life-skills taining is

extremely effective in obtaining measurable gains in

independence and in integrating mentally handicapped adults

into other college and community programs.
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VII FUNDING

Most colleges and institutes and some school districts

now provide some educational services for mentally handicapped

adults. If current program offerings are'analyzed from the

perspective of a comprehensive career education system, it

becomes obvious that there are still many gaps in the range of

programs available within any given college region. If the

range of educational services for mentally handicapped adults

is going to reach the level required and the level available
to

for non-handicapped adults, there will have to be

in the resources available for the provision of

opportunities to mentally handicapped adults.

The methods employed by the Ministry of Education

dispersement of funds could-have considerable influeLce on

an increase.

educational

for

the

future development of education for mentally handicapped

adults. Integration of mentally handicapped adults into

regular vocational training programs could be encouraged, for

example, by the Ministry providing funds for learning

assistance based on the number of students integrated into a

particular program. On this basis, colleges and institutes

would have to project, for a given budget year, the number of

integrated seats they would anticipate filling during the year.

This figure would then translate into a lump sum of money that

would be made available for learning assistance for integrated

students.
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In addition to innovative funding approaches, appropriate

service measures for programs will have to be developed. The

present measures are a barrier to, success for the programs to

which they are applied. Traditional service measures do not

allow, the flexibility that is required to train a mentally

handicapped adult for "competitive employment or sheltered

employment in an integrated work setting. There is a need to

direct service measures toward the, analysis of outcomes rather

than methods of delivery. The key service measure of career

education programs for mentally handicapped adults stiould be

the ,percentage of students successful in obtaining on-going

competitive employment or sheltered employment in an integrated

environment.

One method of determining.a realistic cost/effective

figure for career education programs for' mentally handicapped

adults would be to waive application of traditional service

'measures for a defined, period of time (i.e. 3 to 5 year

developmental period). In this time, programs could then

develop based on actual studerAt training needs.' At.the end of

the developmental period, programs would be analyzed in terms

of the number of students placed in employment and the per-

student training cost. These figures would then be reviewed in

relation to known vocational training cost/benefit ratios

(Conley, 1973) for the type of students being trained.

Recently, the Ministry of Education has declared adult

special education to be a provincial priority program. This
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designation not only indicates the important nature of these

programs, it also provides for the stabilization of those funds

that are allocated by the Ministry to enable them to operate.

Such action on the part of the Ministry is to be welcomed.

VIII CONCLUSION

Like any other segment of society, mentally handicapped

adults have a need for education throughout their adult life.

This need is, in fact, far greater with mentally handicapped

adults who, because of a delayed developmental pattern, often

do not reach their fullest potential for learning until.

adulthood.

Many demonstration projects have shown that with

appropriate education, the goals of employment in an integrated

setting and independent living are realistic goals for adults

with a mental handicap. The challenge currently facing the

adult public education system is how to most effectively and

efficiently provide mentally handicapped adults with the

educational training they require.

A comprehensive career 'education system must be developed

that addresses (a) the need of mentally handicapped adults to

learn in non-traditional learning environments, (b) the variety

of education needs demonstrated by mentally handicapped adults

and (c) the involvement of other agencies and ministries in the

vocational habilitation process.



Issuance of ministerial policy on the provision of Adult

Special Education Programs in the Public Education System of

British Columbia in March, 1982, has confirmed the right of

access of mentally handicapped adults to "appropriate learning

opportunities" in public education institutions.

As more 'and more mentally handicapped adults gain access

to appropriate education they will, in ever increasing numbers,

develop the skills and behaviours required for full integration

into society. The Ministry of Education, and subsequently the

adult public education system, has an integral role to play in

this integration process.
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BASIC EDUCATION:

CAREER EDUCATION:

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER
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GLOSSARY

General ed,pcation in academic and prac-
tical skills that provides a basis for
further education and successful
functioning as an adult member of
society.

Any education or training which is em-
barked upon with a view to preparing
one's self for a specific employment
goal.

EDUCATION SYSTEM: A system that provides a sufficient
range of service programs deployed in a
co-ordinated fashion so that a student
is able to obtain satisfaction of needs
and continuity of service without having
to move from the immediate region.

LIFE-SKILLS TRAINING: This type of training teaches skills
which allow a person to function more
independently in everyday life. Skills
taught include: 'communication skills,
personal management skills, personal
health care, interpersonal skills, home
management skills, leisure skills
(Alternativq Route DACUM chart, 1978).

WORK ADJUSTMENT TRAINING: This type of,training encompasses both
pre-vocational ;kill training and career
awareness training and provides instruc-
tion in work-related behaviors and an
awareness of the requirements of work.

VOCATIONAL SKILL TRAINING: This type of training teaches skills
that can be used to produce somethir.g of 4
worth to an employer (i.e. marketable
skills).

p

JOB STABILIZATION: Refers to the time and services required
to assist a mentally handicapped adult
to function independently in a job at a
performance level: required by an em-
ployer.

jOB PLACEMENT: .Procurement of a paying job and the
successful matching of that job to an
individual.


